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The DefinitiveCollection

Confidence comes from knowing that
of Vertical Sliding Sash Windows
are designed and engineered with the very highest standards of quality, security and
reliability in mind.

www.thedefinitivecollection.co.uk

SWC Trade Frames Limited
manufacture the frames, doors, conservatories and orangeries
within The Definitive Collection range.
All product information is correct at the time of printing and may be subject to change. © SWC Trade Frames Limited 2009.

high performance vertical sliding sash windows offering timeless elegance
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our philosophy...
The philosophy for TheDefinitiveCollection was driven by our desire to offer you
products that have been designed and manufactured with a ‘no compromise’ attitude.

balances

Regardless of the style of property you live in, we are sure to have a perfect solution

Instead of weights, pulleys and a cord to hold
the sashes in position, they feature a pair of
sophisticated spring balances to take over the
sash retention. The benefit is that it gives a
reliable and smooth glide operation of the
opening sash.

to meet your design aspirations.
High performance solutions are available to suit any application, whether you are
looking for a sympathetic door replacement for your 18th century farmhouse, or a
more contemporary look for a modern house or city centre apartment. You can
even have your window in any colour you want! Your decision..Your choice...

our vertical sliding sash
windows have a timeless
elegance, made with beautiful
proportions and symmetry.

‘tilt & open’ feature
An ingenious ‘tilt inwards’ opening facility
allows for easy cleaning from the inside.

They have the true looks of the original timber sash window of
a distinguished era for which they replace, retaining all of the
character of the property itself.

truly authentic detail

modern day high performance

Safety restrictor *

Individually measured, they offer outstanding energy saving,
exceptional weather proofing and are low maintenance, as well
as added safety and security for peace of mind.

Locking ‘cam catches’ and night ventilation*
(available in gold or chrome effect finish)

Ring pull to ease opening and closing

Decorative horn detail *

investment

Sash lifts

Make a wise investment, one that will enhance the appearance
of any home - period, or contemporary, town or country which
discerning homeowners will truly adore.

Deep bottom rail with traditional jointing*

style & glazing options
Select from a number of styles, all beautifully made to match the
window for which they are replacing. Available in 50/50 split,
1/3rd over 2/3rd and 2/5ths over 3/5ths configurations.
The traditional Georgian glazing bar arrangement may also be
replicated by concealing the glazing bars within the double glazed
unit, or by surface mounting the bars onto the external faces of
the double glazed unit.
Decorative Horn with traditional jointing*

* These are optional features

TimelessE legance

Crafted with attention to detail, our vertical sliding sash windows combine the
functional benefits and performance of a modern PVCu window with the
feel, aesthetic appeal and operational simplicity of a traditional wood window.

The modern sash
not only emulates
the aesthetics of
their traditional
timber equivalent,
but they also offer
additional benefits...

High weather performance characteristics
Releasable restrictors
A night vent position
Improved security locking
A tilt facility to allow cleaning from the inside
Excellent thermal capabilities

